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Spring Newsletter 2014
Market Update
In the face of Fed tapering, equity markets have been sluggish but resilient. The grinding market rise has
been in the face of rising geopolitical tensions.
Analysts are now mixed in their view of where equity
markets sit and I thought it may be of interest to have a look at where valuations are, as well as our view
of asset classes.

Equity Markets
Real G710 Year Bond Yield
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Why am I displaying a chart on bonds when discussing equities? I am glad you asked! The chart above
summarises the 10 year bond yields (adjusted for inflation) for the largest 7 economies. The fall in yields
from 2010 provided a boon for bond investor’s, but now investors are faced with very low yields and the
very real risk of interest rate rises (i.e. a possible loss of capital upon early sale). Remember, if you hold
a $100 bond with an interest rate (coupon) of 3.0% p.a. and rates move to 4%p.a. and you were forced to
sell your bond, then you could suffer as much as a 25% loss.
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With bonds in developed nations yielding virtually nothing, investors have feasted on risk assets. i.e.
equity and property. Companies around the world, faced with the post GFC landscape have reduced debt
and opted to reward shareholders with increased dividends and capital management strategies such as
share buybacks. This year we have witnessed increased corporate activity as companies look to
leverage their industry positions in a time of bountiful credit. So are markets overvalued?
Blackrock produced the following valuation graph which compares Price to forward earnings to Price to
Book. This is an interesting model as it measures individual share markets by comparing the current
price (ie what we expect them to earn) against “price-to-book", which provides investors a way to
compare the market value (or what they are paying for each share) to a conservative measure of the
value of the firm. Ideally share markets in the bottom left hand bottom corner would be considered better
value than markets in the top right hand corner. Of course some context must be given to each individual
market eg Japan has historically displayed similar valuations and its markets have underperformed
consistently over the longer term. Japan is enduring a restructuring to re-energize the economy and we
may see a rerating of the share market if it is successful.

Equity Valuations vs History( Medium Percentile 1988-June 2014) supplied by Blackrock
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It can be noted that US stocks look overvalued or at least fully valued on earnings supplied up to June.
Interestingly though, in the latest earnings results:- US earnings have surprised on the upside, the
economy is recovering and many expect shale gas & oil to give the US a competitive advantage for years
to come. This has to be balanced with the Bond chart on the previous page. US markets are attractive
now as the world proxy risk free instrument (US 10 yr. Bonds) return is so low. If, as expected, interest
rates start to move next year then the relative attractiveness of equities starts to diminish. Luckily for us
the US recovery has been slow and steady, with inflation well in check and as such, rapid interest rate
rises look unlikely at this stage.
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The US seems content with the winding down of Qualitative Earnings. (Due to end in October) QE1 & 2
ended with rapid drops in economic growth so I believe Janet Yellen will take a cautious approach to
interest rate rises. Markets are predictive and I would expect volatility (perhaps an over-reaction) in the
lead up to the first rise, which may offer some opportunities.
In this environment equities will still be preferable to bonds. Credit /high yield has been a stand out
performer for our clients for the last four (4) years but the risks are increasing in this sector and will
recommend that a gradual lowering of exposure may decrease risk in portfolios. Clients may have to
wear the low returns in cash while markets adjust to rising interest rates that may start in late 2015.

Hudson Gore Point of View
•
•

Despite the long equity rally, we still believe there is better value in shares
Certain cyclical sectors (materials, industrials, energy) offer attractive growth and value
characteristics compared to most defensive sectors. The market is made for stock pickers in
this environment.

•

US equities possess additional upside, but better value opportunities lie elsewhere. Caveat:
Investors do not always behave rationally and US equities are seen as “safer option”
Japan appears attractive on a currency-hedged basis
European equity valuations offer value, despite sluggish GDP outlook
Asian stocks remain attractive.
Australian shares offer opportunities but banks look fully valued with risks increasing.
Australian residential property market valuations are extreme and this sector is an “avoid” for
investors.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Bonds:- Rates do not offer sufficient returns to compensate for market risk
Changes in central bank policy and / or positive growth surprises pose material risks to
bond prices
Credit/high yield expensive in historical terms with material liquidity risk

•
•

Rise in real interest rates may eventually introduce higher volatility into capital markets
Stock and bond prices could experience positive correlation if markets sell-off
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Australian Housing Market

According to UBS, August was most probably a dry run
for what's to come, though the events that will create
more volatile markets are likely to be different. Earlier
this month investors fretted about geopolitical events,
stuttering Eurozone growth, potential credit market
illiquidity and equity positioning. However, bigger
challenges await.

APRA released housing figures on Monday (26/8/2014).
There are a number of interesting observations within
the data, but the one which stands out is the continued
growth in interest only loans. Looking at the new loans
written, we see that 43.2% were interest only loans. This
is the highest level ever. With interest rates at all-time
lows, one wonders what will happen to the market when
rates return to average of 8.2% p.a. (last 10 years).

The August tempest feels a bit more like mid-summer
repositioning, rather than a fundamental investor rethink.

Jeremy Lawson, a former senior economist at the RBA,
who calls the housing bubble for what it is, from the
AFR:- “it is reasonable to assume that future house
prices will grow in line with real household -disposable
income as the commodity boom unwinds…That would
imply overvaluation of between 20 per cent and 30 per
cent”.

UBS examine what was behind recent market jitters.
One factor was uncertainty about how tensions and/or
conflict will evolve in Russian/Ukraine or the Middle
East, and whether those outcomes will have global
repercussions. Geopolitical uncertainty already appears
to be contributing to growth disappointments in Europe.

…“Overall financial conditions have probably been too
loose and that has undermined longer-run financial
stability…Part of the problem is that rates are being
relied on to do too much work…I would like to see the
RBA and APRA make much more active use of -macroprudential instruments. That way you can have both low
rates to support the overall economy while maintaining
tighter credit conditions for riskier sectors.”

On the other hand, oil prices have dipped. As UBS have
previously noted, global growth disappointments tend to
occur when Brent prices top $115/barrel. Instead, at
today's lower prices many households and businesses
will receive a small fillip to real income and purchasing
power.
Market positioning also weighed on investor sentiment.
Although disputes rage about equity valuations (UBS
tend to see global equity markets as fairly valued), the
greater concern remains positioning. Given extended
rallies in global equity and credit markets, dating to Q2
2009, investors have become universally overweight US
equities, investment grade and high-yield credit.
Accordingly, small shifts in sentiment can lead to more
noticeable moves in market prices, particularly in credit
markets were selling liquidity is arguably not as robust
as buying liquidity.

What has made the market interesting over the last six
months is not the grinding rise, but the underlying
movements which underpin the thesis that it is a stock
pickers market. The "good" performers have significantly
outperformed lesser performers. In fact looking back
since the GFC, there has not been such a dichotomy
since the banking sector fell and then rallied once it
recapitalised out of the GFC. The underlying market has
continued to push higher in the absence of any real
volatility.

Yet despite geopolitical uncertainty and positioning risk,
most fundamental drivers of market performance remain
supportive for 'risk assets'. Almost all indicators in the
US, for instance, point to a moderately further
strengthening of growth in H2 2014. The Q2 US
earnings season generally surpassed consensus
expectations. China's economy has avoided (or at least
postponed) a feared hard-landing and appears set to
grow in a 7.25-7.50% range in H2 2014.

UBS analyse the market in the context of this move and
conclude that just when everyone thought it was safe to
hit the beach, markets turned skittish, with global
equities and high-yield credit selling off, accompanied by
jumps in implied volatility. Was that a harbinger of
upcoming market fright this spring (in Australia - winter is
over now), ending the long period of calm since the
'taper tantrum' of mid-2013?
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When Mum Needs Care…

True, Europe's recovery is half-baked, with Germany
and the Iberian countries leading the way (albeit less
impressively in Q2), offset by a renewed recession in
Italy (consecutive quarters of falling output) and a
stagnant French economy. The long-heralded (by others
anyway) improvement in global trade has also failed to
materialize, holding back the recovery of most emerging
economies.

By Michael Gore
When Mum Needs Care …
At Hudson Gore we see a lot of people in their fifties
trying to build their investments for their retirement. Their
priorities are:

Still, flagging growth in Europe or the emerging
economies hardly qualifies as news and the associated
market weakness (e.g., the underperformance of
European equities or a weaker euro) remains orderly.





In short, absent further geopolitical shocks, the August
swoon appears to be more of a healthy adjustment of
investor portfolios and perspectives, rather than the
initial stages of a more full-blown and fundamentally
justified market correction. That's not to say investors
ought to be complacent or willing to blindly 'buy the dips'.
After all, the main source of 2014 risk lies ahead in the
form of US interest rate uncertainty.

Paying off their home
Completing the kid’s education expenses
building a capital base to live off when work
ends

But an underlying issue that I have noticed more & more
starts with a simple sentence like:
“Mum (& sometimes Dad) are in their eighties & I don’t
think they can live alone for much longer…”
While this is a simple “off the cuff” remark it begins a
discussion on many issues:

With the US economy showing more signs of sustaining
above-trend growth amid growing questions about how
much spare capacity exists in US product and labor
markets, it is increasingly probable that investors will
return from their summer holidays with a laser-like focus
on the Federal Reserve's next steps.







UBS cite Fed actions as a likely catalyst for future
market volatility due to 1) unlike the consistency of
message around its 'taper' policy, FOMC members
apparently don't share as much in common about
interest rate policy. His was evident in last night's Fed
minutes; and 2) as the UBS US economics team has
highlighted on various occasions, the fall in the
unemployment rate (and especially the decline in the
short-term unemployment rate) is likely to put upward
pressure on US labor costs. As a result, firms will either
face pressures to raise prices - stoking still-dormant
inflation fears - or will see margins erode.



what sort of care does Mum need ?
will she have to leave the family home ?
do we sell the house ?
who do we contact ?
what role is played by ; Centrelink, Retirement
Villages, Aged Care Facilities etc ?
what do we do first ?

These questions all have answers.
They will be
circumstances.

different

depending

personal

Today’s article cannot deal with them all … I thought I’d
look at what’s available if Mum DOESN’T want to leave
the Family Home.
Today I will look at two possibilities that are within the
means of most people.

UBS conclude that the August market machinations are
a prelude to bigger moves later in the year. Concerns
over a faster rate of normalisation than the market
currently expects and pressure on US profitability both
likely to affect markets in the short to medium term. As
UBS note, taper finishes in October and as a result this
is the next significant catalyst on the horizon, coinciding
with bank reporting in Australia.

1. Granny Flat Interests
2. Home Care Packages
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Obviously there are fulltime carers, caring teams etc but
they are generally outside the finances of most families.

Centrelink Briefly
There is never an issue about amounts (money) when
Mum either:

1. Granny Flat Interest




As you can see immediately a “Granny Flat” is NOT a
building!
It is an interest (an agreement, a right) that your Mum
would have in a dwelling that you all consider
appropriate for her at this stage of her life. The intention
is for the family to provide the care she needs.



Money will be discussed (reasonable amounts) if she
moves in & makes a contribution to the house … also
there can be tax issues on any property transfer … ring
me to discuss.

How Does It Work?
Put simply a Granny Flat Interest is the exchange of
assets or money for the right to live in someone
else’s property (son/daughter generally) for their
lifetime.

2. Home Care Packages
There are quite significant changes to the costs of Aged
Care since July 1, 2014. I will go through the details in
the next Newsletter. Briefly there will be more emphasis
on costs being individually targeted & people remaining
at home & receiving care.

Of course there are always details ….
The Benefits
Mum is living in a safe, secure environment, with family.
This also avoids (or at least delays) the need for a
retirement village or an aged care home. For the sons &
daughters … you receive a lump sum to ;




I will very briefly touch on Home Care Packages. As the
name suggests these packages supply care to someone
who wants to remain in their home instead of going into
an aged care facility (high or low level). However an
assessment (Aged Care Assessment) similar to one
made when entering Aged Care has to be made to
determine the level of care required.

construct a new home
make modifications to your home (eventually
adding value)
or, if you already have the space it could mean
reducing or paying off the mortgage.

Once that is done Mum can stay at home and receive
services such as:



OR


transfers the property to you (son/daughter)
sells the family home & uses those proceeds to
build or buy another (in son’s or daughter’s
name).
uses the proceeds to construct an actual
“granny flat “ on son/daughter’s property.



you could move into Mum’s home providing the
ownership (property title) is transferred to you.



Tax & Centrelink


As always there are issues regarding Centrelink (Age
Pension) and Tax. However they can be worked through
… the main concern is Mum’s health.



Transport for shopping or appointments
Someone to take Mum shopping, banking or just
having a chat
Domestic assistance for household jobs like
cleaning, clothes washing and ironing
Personal care assistance with bathing or
showering, dressing, hair care and going to the
toilet
Home maintenance for minor general repairs to
the house or garden
Home modification ie installing alarms, ramps &
support rails
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Nursing care where a qualified nurse comes to
dress a wound or provide continence advice
Food services such as providing meals at a
community or day centre, preparing and storing
food and delivering meals to your home
Help with Mum’s medications

Tell me again why I have a financial
advisor?
By Ian Cameron
Doctors, electricians, solicitors, plumbers, dentists ...
even accountants … are all people who have specialist
knowledge that we simply do not have. Financial
planners are no different.

Fees are based on the individual care needs but
generally there is a basic daily fee then a further fee
based on income. I won’t go into too many details but to
give you an idea;


I recently listened to a presentation from Paul Taylor
who heads up Fidelity’s Australian Equities fund. He
was saying that he likes ONE good reason for doing
something, not two or three.

A basic fee of up to 17.5% of the single basic Age
Pension



An income-tested care fee if your income is over a

Any more than one good reason means that you are
trying to convince yourself of a course of action rather
than distil your thoughts.

certain amount.
Note: the accommodation bond & charge that previously
funded a bed in an aged care facility have been replaced
by a RAD (Refundable Accommodation Deposit) & a
DAP (Daily Accommodation Payment) or a combination
of both. Space will not allow me to go into detail now but
I’ll cover these & how they are affected by



So for financial advisors; what is ONE good reason that
you have one? How does this sound?;
“As I would seek a good and trusted doctor to
manage my health issues, I rely on my skilled
financial advisor to help me manage my financial
matters”

Selling the family home
Renting the family home

Financial matters! As the years go on managing your
personal financial matters have become more and more
complex.
The changes to superannuation laws,
where/when/how to make investments and reviewing
same, what insurances I (really) need, estate planning,
Centrelink entitlements … the list is extensive and ALL
of them link to your prosperity! Remember though, it is
a communication process and you need to be part of
the process! The more you interact the better value
you will receive.

…. Next time.

Tax Dates
Michael Smith will be in our Hudson Gore Bondi
Head Office on the following dates:
Wednesday 15th October 2014 (from 1pm-5.30pm)
Thursday 16th October 2014 (8.30am-5.30pm)
Friday 17th October 2014 (8.30am-5.30pm)
Monday 10th November 2014 (8.30am-5.30pm)
Tuesday 11th November 2014 (8.30am-5.30pm)

At Hudson Gore we see people in many financial
situations and are experienced at working alongside you
to provide advice on your path forward. As you know we
are family owned so we will continue to work in your
best interests; we do not have corporate owners who
demand “products” get sold!

Please call or email to arrange a time most
suitable for you.
Phone: 02 9388 9033
Email: kim.duce@hudsongore.com.au

Superannuation is an area full of rules that are now
constantly being changed. Breaching rules can result in
significant tax bills and/or penalties.
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On an ongoing basis all clients with superannuation
need ongoing guidance. Within your superannuation
accounts are investments that are on continual review;
Hudson Gore advises you on the “where” and “how” of
investments so that you do meet your financial goals.

The Service provider vs product seller dilemma

If you have investments outside of superannuation
Hudson Gore provides advice on gearing, what you
should be invested in, as well as structures that may be
used of reinvestments.
Here again planning is the key; we consider your life
goals and prepare advice for you to work towards, and
achieve, these goals.
Hudson Gore advisors are also invaluable allies in times
of severe stress; how to handle your insurance claim if
your partner dies, what options are available under my
insurance policy when severe illness strikes, what is my
plan for retirement and will I have enough to fund
same??
Hudson Gore has the expertise to guide and advise you
in a truly personal, confidential manner in stressful and
awkward situations.
For me on the other side of “the desk” as an advisor;
financial planning is critical and your relationship with
your advisor is becoming all the more important in times
of constant change. Never let your life (or the life of
friends and loved ones) to be run by … well … a roll of
the dice!

Disclaimer: This information is general in nature and does not consider your
individual circumstances or needs. Do not act until you seek professional
advice and consider a Product Disclosure Statement.
The views and opinions expressed within this letter are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect those of Hudson Gore Pty Ltd
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